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INQUIRY INTO DRAFT VARIATION NO 350:
CHANGES TO THE DEFINITION OF ‘SINGLE DWELLING BLOCK’
The Friends of Hawker Village Incorporated (FoHV) is a voluntary, community-based
organisation established in 2010 and incorporated in 2013. Over recent years, concerns have
been raised on several occasions regarding a planning anomaly that applies to suburbs in our
area of interest that were developed around 1969-70. In a personal letter to the Planning
Minister dated 5 Feb 2015, a FoHV member declared:
The use of the term “single dwelling block” in the legislation overlooks the effect on the few
suburbs in which dual occupancies were built around 1970 under restricted rules to maintain a
uniform appearance of an ordinary residential suburb. These blocks should be subject to the same
rules as ordinary single-dwelling blocks.

In a letter dated 25 Feb 2015, the Planning Minister, Mr Gentleman, responded:
I note your concerns regarding the location of some non single dwelling blocks
within existing suburbs In Canberra. This Issue will be considered as part of
any future review of such blocks in residential areas.

In a letter dated 18 April 2016, FoHV set out our concerns to the Director-General Planning.
This was followed by communication with the Planning Minister on 31 Aug 2016 which led to a
discussion with Ms Alix Kaucz of the Territory Plan Variation Unit on 7 Oct 2016. Another
outline of the issue (attached) was sent to the Planning Minister and copied to all members of
the Standing Committee on Planning and Urban Renewal on 30 Nov 2017.
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FoHV are satisfied that the changes inherent in Draft Variation No. 350 address our concerns
and w ill lead to better outcomes in the affected suburbs. We appreciate that developers who
have planned to exploit the current planning loophole will not welcome this change and might
suffer some reduction in their profit expectations. This wi ll always happen when any planning
ru le is cha nged which potentia lly di mi nishes profit return for developers. As this matter has
been under consideration for nea rly four years, we urge the Committee to support th is
variation and avoid any further delay in its implementation.
The ACT Government is attempting to accommodate popu lation growth through densification
as far as possib le, without undermining the liveability of this city. For this purpose, the
Terr itory Plan 2008 places limits on redevelopment of blocks in particular zones in accordance
with the zone objectives. If the ACT Goverment had intended that ordinary residentia l blocks
under one ownership, not origina lly designated for multi-unit development but allowed to
incorporate more than one dwell ing within a single bui lding under the genera l ru les applying
from 1924 to 1970, should be treated differently from adjoining blocks, then good planning
practice would have requ ired similar limitations on the increase in the number of dwellings
permitted with redevelopment in the same zone. The fact that there is no such provision for
these blocks indicates that, in most likelihood, these blocks were not recogn ised at the time the
Terr itory Plan 2008 was drafted.
Our 2017 letter includes photographs of the Page development in an RZ2 area that gave r ise to
our concerns. Since then, a similar development has been approved on Belconnen Way in an
RZl area of Scu ll in. The greater density permitted on these blocks will make them a distinctive
break in the former uniform suburban landscape. FoHV considers it essential that this variation
be confirmed as soon as possible to prevent further destruction of the planning intent.

Colin Lyons,
Convenor
Friends of Hawker Village Incorporated
1 Nov 2018
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Mr Mick Gentleman, MLA
ACT Minister for Planning and Land Management

cc: Members of the ACT Standing Committee on Planning and Urban Renewal –
Ms Caroline Le Couteur,
Ms Tara Cheyne,
Ms Suzanne Orr,
Ms Nicole Lawder,
Mr James Milligan.
Dear Mr Gentleman,

CLASSIFICATION OF BLOCKS IN RZ1 AND RZ2
The Friends of Hawker Village (FoHV) is a community group covering the four catchment suburbs
surrounding the Hawker Village Centre. Over the past few years, we have raised concerns about the
excessive redevelopment of random blocks in both RZ1 and RZ2 that were originally developed over
a short period from about 1968 to 1971. These blocks have the appearance of a single dwelling
block but the single building contains a two-bedroomed residence with attached one-bedroomed
flat. These buildings occur on blocks scattered randomly throughout these two zones and are
notable for the fact that they were designed so as to retain the appearance of an ordinary single
dwelling house such that they blended into a uniform landscape. Nonetheless, they are now treated
under the Territory Plan as multi-unit housing blocks.
These buildings differ from ordinary duplexes or other dual occupancies in that:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

the blocks are not gathered together in a designated area;
the dwellings are not similar in size;
the building does not obviously contain more than one dwelling;
only one front entrance is visible at any time and from any vantage point; and
no private outdoor space was required when the residence with flat was built.

What would be appropriate densification of a group of standard duplex blocks is not satisfactory for
redevelopment of the random “residence with flat” type of block. Such greater densification on a
single random block is inconsistent with that allowed on adjoining blocks.
The current Territory Plan permits:


a single dwelling block in RZ1 to have a maximum of 35% or 50% depending on road
frontage (Rule 6 MUHDC);
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a single dwelling block in RZ2 to have a maximum plot ratio of 35% or 50% depending on
road frontage (Rule 7 MUHDC);
large single dwelling blocks in RZ2 to have a maximum plot ratio of 50% (Rule 8 MUHDC);
a variable maximum number of dwellings on single dwelling blocks in RZ2 according to
block size (Table A2);
blocks other than single dwelling blocks in RZ1 and RZ2 (but not blocks approved before 5
July 2013) to have a maximum 65% plot ratio (Rule 9 MUHDC).

Under the Multi Unit Housing Development Code then, single dwelling blocks in both RZ1 and RZ2
have the same maximum plot ratios, and non-single dwelling blocks in both RZ1 and RZ2 have the
same maximum plot ratios. For some reason, this equality of treatment does not apply to nonsingle dwelling blocks in older suburbs. Consequently, there is no guidance as to the maximum
plot ratio or numbers of dwellings desirable for older RZ1 and RZ2 blocks that do not qualify for
the current definition of a single dwelling block.
Following the approval of five two-storied townhouses of 641 sq.m on an RZ2 block of 1,075 sq.m
originally containing a single ‘residence with flat’ building at 1 Petterd Street, Page (Block 12, Section
37) 1, FoHV sought a change to the definition of ‘single dwelling block’. To date, this has not
eventuated. Construction of these townhouses is now close to completion and the outcome is as
undesirable as anticipated. (See photographs at Attachment B).
Recently, in Javelin2, the Tribunal rejected a development application for six townhouses on a similar
block of 979 sq.m at 150 Belconnen Way, Scullin (Block 42, Section 45) in RZ1. The basis of its
decision reflected the concerns outlined by FoHV on several occasions in relation to the Page
proposal. Because the issue of the block’s classification is a matter of law, the Tribunal relied on
previous interpretations of the Planning and Development Act 2007 that supported consideration of
the zone objectives in assessment of DAs:



Section 53 means that zone objectives “are intended to provide guidance in interpreting the
rules and criteria found in the codes”; 3 and
Section 119 means that “compliance with the relevant codes is a necessary condition for
approval” and under section 120 “compliance with the relevant codes is not sufficient; regard
also needs to be had to other matters, including the zone objectives”. 4

The Tribunal in Javelin emphasised that5:




“The zone objectives play a significant role in assessing code compliance itself under section
119. It bears repeating that one purpose of the zone objectives is to “provide guidance in
interpreting the rules and criteria found in the codes.”6 and
“… the objectives provide an important yardstick in this interpretive process on the degree of
‘stretching’ the interpretation of the rules and criteria in the code can bear when discretionary
decisions are to be made.”

1

DA 201323208 Date of Decision 9 Aug 2013;
DA201426813 Date of Decision 29 Apr 2015;
DA201528466 Date of Decision 2 Dec 2015;
DA 201426813/F Date of Decision 20 Sep 2016.
2
Javelin Projects Pty Ltd v ACT Planning and Land Authority & Anor [2017] ACAT 87 AT 8/2017
3
Argos Pty Ltd v Corbell, [2012] 7 ACTLR 15, at [67].
4
Baptist Community Services v ACT Planning and Land Authority [2015] ACTCA 3, at [259-260]
5
Javelin at [142].
6
Argos at [67].
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The RZ1 Zone Objectives include the following relevant objectives:
b)

Protect the character of established single dwelling housing areas by limiting the extent of
change that can occur particularly with regard to the original pattern of subdivision and the
density of dwellings

d) Ensure development respects valued features of the neighbourhood and landscape character
of the area and does not have unreasonable negative impacts on neighbouring properties
The RZ2 Zone Objectives include the following relevant objectives:
a)

Provide for the establishment and maintenance of residential areas where the housing is low
rise and contains a m ix of single dwelling and multi-unit development that is low to medium
density in character particularly in areas close to facilit ies and services in commercial centres

b)

Provide opportunit ies for redevelopment by enabling a lim ited extent of change with regard to
the original pattern of subdivision and the density of dwellings

e) Ensure redevelopment is carefully managed so that it achieves a high standard of residential
amenity, makes a positive contribution to the neighbourhood and landscape character of the
area and does not have unreasonable negative impacts on neighbouring properties
The FoHV are concerned that, whi le better consideration of the Zone Objectives in assessing
development applications under the Merit Track shou ld produce more appropriate outcomes,
avoiding the issue of the current definit ion of 'single dwelling block' retains this 1968-1971
anomaly as a continuing problem. Developers view such blocks as having no limit on the number
of dwell ings that can be crammed into the space, usually w ith reduction of the relevant setbacks.
This is in sharp contrast to the limits of densification applying to neighbouring blocks of similar size
which contain an identical building but only one dwelling.
We contend that a consistent approach should be adopted to all similar blocks in RZ1 and RZ2.
We wou ld appreciate the opportunity to discuss this with you.
Yours sincerely,

Colin Lyons,
Convenor
Friends of Hawker Village Incorporated
30 November 2017

ATTACHMENT A: Excerpts from Territory Plan, Multi-Unit Housing Development Code
ATTACHMENT B: Photographs of 1 Petterd St, Page on corner of Belconnen Way w ith site plan
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TERRITORY PLAN
Multi Unit Housing Development Code (as at 10 Nov 2017)
Element 3: Building and site controls
3.2 Plot ratio – dual occupancy – single dwelling blocks – RZ1 – except for surrendered residential
blocks
R6
This rule applies to single dwelling blocks in RZ1 unless the
block is a surrendered residential block.

This is a mandatory requirement.
There is no applicable criterion.

The maximum plot ratio for dual occupancy housing is
determined by the formula:
P = (140/B + 0.15) x 100.
The maximum plot ratio for any additional new dwelling
which is part of a dual occupancy and
does not directly front a public road from which vehicular
access is permitted is the lesser of:
a) the plot ratio determined by the formula
P = (140/B + 0.15) x 50 and
b) 17.5%.
For the formulae used in this rule:
P is the maximum permissible plot ratio expressed as a
percentage
B is the block area in square metres.
3.3 Plot ratio – dual occupancy – single dwelling blocks – RZ2 and surrendered residential blocks –
RZ1
R7
This rule applies to the following:

This is a mandatory requirement.
There is no applicable criterion.

a) single dwelling blocks in RZ2
b) blocks defined as a surrendered residential block in RZ1.
The maximum plot ratio for dual occupancy housing is:
i) where at least one dwelling does not directly front a
public road from which vehicular access is permitted – 35%
ii) in all other cases – 50%
The maximum plot ratio for any additional new dwelling
which is part of a dual occupancy and does not directly
front a public road from which vehicular access is
permitted is 17.5%.
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3.4 Plot ratio – large single dwelling blocks – RZ2, RZ3 and RZ4
R8
This rule applies to large blocks that are single dwelling
blocks in RZ2, RZ3 and RZ4.

This is a mandatory requirement.
There is no applicable criterion.

In RZ2 the maximum plot ratio is 50%.
In RZ3 the maximum plot ratio is 65%.
In RZ4 the maximum plot ratio is 80%.
3.5 Plot ratio – other than single dwelling blocks – RZ1, RZ2, RZ3 and RZ4
R9
This rule applies to blocks other than single dwelling
blocks in RZ1, RZ2, RZ3 and RZ4.

This is a mandatory requirement.
There is no applicable criterion.

The maximum plot ratio is:
a) in RZ1, RZ2 and RZ3 – 65%
b) in RZ4 – 80%.
This rule does not apply to:
i) blocks with both of the following characteristics:
 subject to either a residential B1 or B8 area
specific policy under the Territory Plan at 30 March
2008
 held under a holding lease at 30 March 2008
ii) blocks in RZ1 approved before 5 July 2013
Table A2 - Maximum number of dwellings allowable on single dwelling blocks in RZ2
block size (m2 )
<700
700 to <1050
1050 to <1400
1400 to <1750
1750 to 2100
2100 and over

maximum number of dwellings
1*
2
3
4
5
6 + 1 for every 250m² ** of site area over 2100m²
* not including a secondary residence

** not less than 250m2 is required for every additional dwelling
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CONSTRUCTION UNDERWAY ON SITE FORMERLY CONTAINING
RESIDENCE WITH ATTACHED FLAT

Redevelopment in RZ2 on dual occupancy block surrounded by single dwelling blocks –
five two-bedroomed townhouses of two storeys excavated into block

View from Petterd Street side showing POS between north-facing rear of townhouses and garages.
This space will be divided into five individual sections and will be the only usable outdoor space.
The POS will receive very little sunshine year round. (See plan below)
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Side view from Petterd Street with Belconnen Way on the left.
Major drain behind traffic island reflects the fact that this is a natural drainage line.
Garages are behind the large tree and driveway is on their right to the north.

Rear of property and adjoining backyards viewed from Petterd St.
The space between the garages and the back fence (behind skip) will be a 6m-wide driveway
covering the entire area except for a 1m garden bed along the fence.

Below: Site Plan for DA201426813/F, lodged 12 Aug 16 and approved 20/09/16
for Block 12 Section 37 Page
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